
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Featured Book:   
The Heavens 
by Sandra Newman 

 

    Sandra Newman’s intoxicating fourth novel, “The Heavens.”  
Is an unconventional tale of love versus madness, fate and 
time travel, and the creation of an alternate universe…. all 
through the power of dreams.  While the story begins in a New 
York in the early 2000’s that is slightly like our own, the ever-
shifting sands of Newman’s novel keeps the reader as 
unbalanced as the characters.  
     It begins as a simple love story…Ben meets Kate at a friend’s 
dinner party and love blooms amongst the dumpling and 
drinks. Quickly though, things grow complicated as we learn 
that Kate’s reality is very different.  She is caught between the 
present and the dream of a life in Elizabethan England.  But are 
these just dreams, or something more.  As the past changes so 
does Kate and Ben’s present.  Things are noticeably different, 
and the little difference builds up. Ben is concerned that the 
woman he’s in love with is losing her mind.  As each moment, 
takes them further from where they began, each of Kate’s 
choices also shifts reality further and further down an 
alternate path. This fragility of this world becomes more 
pronounced each time Kate wakes from her life in the past.   
     The Heavens is a powerful look at the consequences of our 
actions. Newman has created a thought-provoking novel, 
weaving many complicated threads into a hard-core 
exploration of dreams, love and their power to change us.  It 
was named a Best Book of the Year by the New York Times, 
NPR, Guardian, Literary Hub, Electric Lit, Observer, Kirkus 
Reviews, Washington Independent Review of Books, and 
Tor.com.   
     The Washington Independent Reivew of Books had this to 
say: "The novel is a fantastic representation of the alternate-
reality/time-travel genre with reality changing every time Kate 
returns to the present. While many novels have explored 'The 
Butterfly Effect, ' the subject is not always handled with such 
expertise."   
     Sandra Newman is the author of five other books and is 
currently working on a memoir.  She taught writing and 
literature at several universities. She has also published non-
fiction pieces in numerous journals and newspapers. She has 
also written The Western Lit Survival Kit and Read This Next.  
She co-authored the hugely successful How Not to Write a 
Novel. Sandra Newman currently lives in New York. 
 
Available Formats: Hardcover, paperback, Kindle and Audio 
Genres:  Historical Fiction, Time Travel, Fantasy, Science Fiction,  
                Literary Fiction, Romance  
Language:  English 
Hardcover:  272 pages  
Enhanced typesetting:  Enabled 
Text-to-Speech:  Enabled 
Screen Reader:  Supported 
Whispersync for Voice; Ready 
Sticky notes:  On Kindle Scribe 
Listening Length: 8 hours and 19 minutes 
File size:  4422 KB 
Narrator:  Cassandra Campbell 
Publisher:  Grove Press 
Publication date:  February 12, 2019 
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Book Discussion:   
 

Monday, Aug 5 at 6 pm 
 

Books Now Available at the 
Library 

 

The Community Read Book Club is for 
adult readers interested in exploring 

different genres, writing styles, 
subjects and getting involved with 

community literacy. All community 
members are encouraged to 

participate!  
No Library Card Required. 

For information on how you can get 
involved, please contact the  

library at 541-889-6371. 
 

This program sponsored by:  
The Ontario Community Library, Friends of the 

Ontario Community Library  
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